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Lydia’s Uniforms Presents Limited-Edition, Designer Medical Scrubs from Tokidoki

High end nursing scrubs were the result of collaboration between medical uniform company Koi and
designer brand Tokidoki. These fashion forward scrubs are limited-edition and available now for pre-order
at LydiasUniforms.com.

Nov. 7, 2008 - PRLog -- Lydia’s Uniforms presents limited-edition Tokidoki medical scrubs on their
website LydiasUniforms.com. The company chose to add these designer nursing scrubs to their online store
to provide consumers with a high end uniform option. Currently, the Tokidoki scrubs are only available for
pre-order, but they will be ready for shipment in mid-December. 

Tokidoki is a fashion brand with products ranging from cosmetics to clothing and accessories and now
scrubs. The brand is globally recognized for its fun, playful, Japanese inspired designs and in order to bring
these designs to life on a pair of limited-edition medical scrubs Tokidoki paired with Koi, a well-known
uniform company, to create a three piece medical uniform. 

The Tokidoki medical uniform is made up of a scrub top, a long sleeve tee and a pair of scrub pants. The
scrub top is a mock wrap style with contrasting trim and is paired with a long sleeve tee that works
perfectly layered beneath it. The pants feature a drawstring/elastic waistband and multiple pockets.  All
three pieces include tiny, unique details that customers won’t see on any other medical uniforms.
LydiasUniforms.com is one of the few places where customers can find these high fashion scrubs.

Since the products have been featured at LydiasUniforms.com, they have received an enthusiastic response
from customers. Many pre-orders for the scrubs have already been placed and customers have expressed
their appreciation of the brand and of the new products. To pre-order the limited-edition scrubs today, visit
the Koi section of LydiasUniforms.com
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